USS Seleya - Stardate 9906.13

Host Cheryl says:
Seleya is on an undercover mission, codename Catspaw, at Z'kar Prime.  An Away Team, in disguise and led by XO Vn'dor, is on the planet, with the goal of discovering who is behind certain clandestine and objectionable operations taking place on Z'kar.

Host Cheryl says:
Seleya itself is staying out of detection range of Z'kar; communications are being handled through a disguised ship, the Kitsai, under command of Admiral Callaghan.

Host Cheryl says:
The AT is being assisted by a merchant, part of Muk's rebel force, on the planet's surface.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Pang says:
::walks onto the bridge, relieving Lt. Jamieson ..... takes Captain's chair:: All on bridge: Status report please!

Merchant says:
@:: reading his PADD and waiting for the Federation people to show up ::

SO_Intrim says:
::walking up to Science one ::

EO_Jean says:
:: On my way to Sickbay ::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::with Susman and Mallory approaching the Market::

OPS_Urk says:
::Ensures encrypted communications channel is still strong::

MO_Viper says:
::sitting in his office in SB::

SO_Intrim says:
::relieves other officer there ::

OPSSusman says:
@:: on the planet surface, with Mallory and Vn'Dor, closing to a bazaar ::

OPS_Urk says:
CO: Comm with Kitsai still good ma'am.

Merchant says:
@:: checks the inside of his trench coat for his disrupter ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Tinkering with the soon-to-be adapted scanner

CO_Pang says:
*Engineering/Medical* : Status Report please

SO_Intrim says:
::continues the LR Scans for signs of anything out of the ordinary ::

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Good ... encryption essential Ensign

XO_Vn`dor says:
@OPS/FCO:  We have all the equipment set and ready?

FCO_Mallory says:
@XO: just finishing this up..  15 meter radius

EO_Jean says:
MO : :: Entering SB :: Good morning Doctor

OPS_Urk says:
CO: ::Nods:: Yes ma'am.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::sits back in his chair and begins going through the crew assessments, hears the Captain’s request:: * CO* systems running optimally Captain

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::crossing the street into the Bazaar::

MO_Viper says:
EO: Good morning.  I don't believe we've met.  I'm Matt Viper.

SO_Intrim says:
::frowns as he notices some spectra not covered and makes fine adjustments ::

OPSSusman says:
@XO: The cargo is on the platform.

XO_Vn`dor says:
@OPS:  Excellent work Lt.

CO_Pang says:
*Bolitho*  Please advise should things change

EO_Jean says:
MO : Pleased to meet you. I'm lieutenant Martin Jean and I'm reporting for a full medical evaluation

XO_Vn`dor says:
@OPS/FCO:  Now if only we could find our contact...

Merchant says:
@:: puts his PADD in one of his pockets and waits ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  In the Z'karin Bazaar, there are a number of Z'karin guards, patrolling about

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Slams shut the service hatch::

CO_Pang says:
*Medical* Status update please?

MO_Viper says:
EO: Ok, just hop up onto the biobed while I get my equipment.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::comes across Ensign's Urk's file, leans even further back in his seat and scratches his chin:: *CO*: acknowledged

OPSSusman says:
@XO: The bazaar is 2 meters ahead. From what I know, they told me he was there.

EO_Jean says:
:: sitting on the biobed ::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::notices the guards::  FCO/OPS ::whispers::  I don't like this.  Let's go over to that stand and browse a little  ::points::

Merchant says:
@:: nods to a passing guard ::

MO_Viper says:
::walks over to get Bio Kit.

OPS_Urk says:
::Checks to ensure the Seleya is not producing excessive "noise"::

EO_Jean says:
MO : It's been a long time since I got my last full medical

FCO_Mallory says:
@XO/Ops: I hope you know your wares...

OPSSusman says:
@:: whispers back :: XO: Don't even look at them

CO_Pang says:
SCI: Everything normal?

SO_Intrim says:
::strains eyes as he tries to se the finer gradations in certain spectra ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Ops panel indicates a sudden power drop

Merchant says:
@::waiting::

MO_Viper says:
::walks back over to EO:: EO: Don't worry,  It will just take a second.

CO_Pang says:
::notices Urk suddenly pay even more attention to his console ....hopes nothing serious::

SO_Intrim says:
AOPS :  Is there any way you can mask the radiation lower ?

OPS_Urk says:
::sees power drop:: CO: Ma'am we've got a power drop

CEO_Bolitho says:
::yawns, looks at the chronometer and realises he has been on the go for the last 18 hours:: Self: Crew assessments can wait I need some sleep!

CO_Pang says:
OPS: So I see .... diagnosis?

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::starts to browse one of the tables so he looks inconspicuous::

EO_Jean says:
MO : I know I should exercise more often but I just can't find the time

FCO_Mallory says:
XO: ::Whispers:: they are lightly armed..  a single weapon each, concealed

CO_Pang says:
*Engineering*  We have a sudden power drop !

SO_Intrim says:
CO: I have some faint marks , but they could be just background radiation, ...too low to be sure

CO_Pang says:
SO:  Keep on it please ... we need no surprises here

SO_Intrim says:
CO: Aye, sir

XO_Vn`dor says:
@FCO:  Good.  But they shouldn't be a worry for the moment.

Merchant says:
@:: walks up to the XO ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* I'll get someone on it now Captain

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION  A Z'karin guard bumps against Mallory........

OPS_Urk says:
::reroutes power:: *CEO* We're getting a power drop.

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* Liaise with Ops please

FCO_Mallory says:
@::turns, scowls::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* yes Sir

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Guard:  Excuse my friend here  ::points and smiles::  he's a little clumsy

Host Cheryl says:
<Z'karin Guard>  Hey, buddy!  Move it along!  ::shoves him::

EO_Jean says:
MO : how do you do to keep such a great shape ?

CO_Pang says:
::walks over to the TAC ensign ..... checks things look serene there .... she is new and nervous - the TAC Ensign that is::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The shove dislodges Mallory's scanner, which falls to the ground

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::continues to smile at the guard as he herds the men away::

Merchant says:
@:: walks up to the guard ::

OPSSusman says:
@XO/FCO: There he is. I need some plates and forks. :: realises that another little business has arrived. ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::pushes the man away, trying to avoid him seeing the scanner::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*EO* Lt. Jean have you finished your medical?

EO_Jean says:
*CEO* : Not yet sir

EO_Jean says:
*CEO* : Almost completed

OPS_Urk says:
::Nods to CO:: *CEO* suggest we take nonessentials off line.

XO_Vn`dor says:
@FCO:  Now how many times have I told you!?  Do NOT steal my equipment!  ::picks up the scanner::

MO_Viper says:
::begins scan:: I created a program on the Holodeck and I go to it almost every night.  It's a lake from 20th century Earth.  I swim it all of the time.

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Do it ...

CEO_Bolitho says:
*EO* I need you on the bridge ASAP!

EO_Jean says:
*CEO* : Aye aye sir

MO_Viper says:
EO: We'll be finished in just another second.

OPS_Urk says:
::Takes nonessential programs off-line::

Merchant says:
@:: closely following the XO waiting for him to come to a less crowded place :;

Host Cheryl says:
@<Z’karin Guard> ::looks at Vn'dor::  This one is with you?  Let me see that........... ::holds out hand::

EO_Jean says:
MO : Sir I will have to leave you for the moment.. I will be back as soon as possible

EO_Jean says:
*CEO* : On my way

OPSSusman says:
@:: goes near them :: Hey!... come on.. We have business to run here, Instead of playing.. Get moving!

Merchant says:
@:: bumps into the guard ::

MO_Viper says:
::finishes scan:: Oh, don't worry.  I just finished.

OPS_Urk says:
CO: Power to shields and weapons is nominal, comm still secure.

EO_Jean says:
:: Leaving SB - Entering TL - Computer Bridge ::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::pulls a different scanner out of the inside of his jacket and holds it out for inspection::

SO_Intrim says:
CO: Excluding the normal background radiation and "normal ship traffic , still show nothing definitive

Host Cheryl says:
@<Guard>  ::looks at Merchant::  Watch it!

CEO_Bolitho says:
*EO* Once you have finished your medical report to the bridge and work with Ops Ensign Urk there seems to be a power spike on the Ops console, advise me what you find, Bolitho out!

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  I need our sensors ..... and the comms link to the Kitsai ....

Host Cheryl says:
@<Guard>  ::turns attention back to Vn'dor, and takes the scanner, examining it::

Merchant says:
@Guard: Sorry sir....hey aren’t you my mother in law's little nephew?

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Guard:  We are here to trade some mining material...  you know if the government would be interested?

EO_Jean says:
:: Entering Bridge ::

EO_Jean says:
CO : reporting for duty Captain

OPS_Urk says:
CO: Comm is still good, LRS is marginal, running diagnostic.

CO_Pang says:
::looks up to see Lt. Jean::  Power outage Lt .... diagnostics required

CEO_Bolitho says:
::thinks so much for sleep, walks out of his office and monitors the master system display::

Host Cheryl says:
@<Guard>  You are traders?  Yes, I know some who might be interested..........  You have credentials?

EO_Jean says:
CO : Aye aye sir

OPS_Urk says:
CO: SRS at optimum.

EO_Jean says:
:: Walking toward OPS console ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::sneaks a look at the scanner output off the equipment::

SO_Intrim says:
CO: I have a signature of a vessel  , faintly , that looks rather suspicious , odd signature for a normal freighter

Merchant says:
@:: overhears the conversation ::

CO_Pang says:
EO: Work with Mr. Urk please ....

OPS_Urk says:
::Looks up at EO and shrugs::

EO_Jean says:
OPS : may I take a look at your console ?

CO_Pang says:
SO:  monitor .... get TAC to assist please

Merchant says:
@AT: Ahh there you are...I have been waiting for you.

OPSSusman says:
@Guard: A Ferengi trader has not credentials...

SO_Intrim says:
CO: Crosslinking data now , Captain

OPS_Urk says:
::steps back:: EO: of course, quickly though please.

Host Cheryl says:
@<Guard>  ::looks suspicious::  No credentials?

EO_Jean says:
:: taking OPS ::

CO_Pang says:
<TO_Green> CO/SCI: I confirm that ..... analysing

EO_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid ::

Merchant says:
@:: shows his government Trading commission badge :: Guard: They are with me

MO_Viper says:
::walks back over to desk and begins an inventory of SB::

OPS_Urk says:
::Looks over EO's shoulder::

Host Cheryl says:
@<Guard>  ::studies credentials, squinting::

SO_Intrim says:
::tries to magnify the signal strength amplification ::

EO_Jean says:
:: noticing Power fluctuations ::

OPS_Urk says:
EO: Don't break our Comm link.

OPSSusman says:
@:: looks like Ferengi :: Guard: Haven't you ever seen a Ferengi?

CO_Pang says:
*CEO*  Can you see anything from your end .... power outage is not fun

Merchant says:
@:: staring at the guard ::

EO_Jean says:
OPS : I'm looking only at power distribution problems 

Host Cheryl says:
@<Guard>  ::looks again at the AT, and the Merchant::  Merchant:  Be sure and take them to the Mining authorities, if they have equipment of use.........

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* working on it Captain

EO_Jean says:
:: Scanning EPS relays - Trying to isolate the faulty Isolinear chip ::

Merchant says:
@::nods::

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  We should be getting a sitrep from the Kitsai any time ....

Merchant says:
@:: motions to the AT to follow him ::

CO_Pang says:
SCI/TAC: Any identification on that signature?

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::nods at the guard and leaves with the big salesman smile::

Merchant says:
@:: leaving the bazaar ::

OPS_Urk says:
::Checks Comm:: CO: Nothing yet ma'am.

EO_Jean says:
*CEO* : Sir I think it could be the result of a faulty Isolinear chip what do you think ?

OPSSusman says:
@:: looks at the merchant and follows him :: FCO/XO: Let's go, ya both.

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Merchant:  Thank you very much.  That was getting a bit tense.

Host Cheryl says:
@<Guard>  ::squints as he looks after the group, then goes about his business, filching a goodie from a vendor's stand::

CO_Pang says:
<TO_Green> CO:  I cannot find a match .....SCI: You?

SO_Intrim says:
::Profiles signature against the database ::

OPS_Urk says:
::Reaches over EO's arm and checks for incoming messages::

CEO_Bolitho says:
Computer: Identify any abnormal power surges linked to the OPS console:: *EO* that is a possibility, check them out!

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Trailing slightly behind, checking everything as he goes.. surprised no-one has aid anything about his eyes, as it must surely be something new to them::

Merchant says:
@XO: lets just say you were lucky.

Merchant says:
@:: enters a small building ::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Merchant:  I'll say!  So what is your plan?

EO_Jean says:
:: Scanning EPS power distribution grid - scanning isolinear controller chips - trying to isolate a faulty one ::

SO_Intrim says:
CO: I may be wrong but that Freighter appears to have a Romulan signature in some aspects

SO_Intrim says:
CO: Highly modified

CO_Pang says:
SCI:  Could the trace be the result of cloaking?

Merchant says:
@:: motions to the At to follow him ::

OPSSusman says:
@:: takes out a little scanner and activates, sound deactivated ::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::looks around to make sure the team is all present and accounted for::

Merchant says:
@:: inserts a key card into a small lock and hears the elevator starting up ::

OPS_Urk says:
CO: I'm "piggy backing" the Comm to the TAC console as backup.

EO_Jean says:
:: Compensating the power distribution grid to maintain the maximal efficiency of key systems ::

CO_Pang says:
<TO_Green>CO:  It seems to be heading towards Z'kar Prime .... am monitoring

SO_Intrim says:
CO: with this signature... it could well have cloaking technology , but I can't be sure, as I say it is highly modified in design from their usual design

CO_Pang says:
<TO_Green>::looks nervous::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::whispers::  FCO: Have you scanned this one yet?  ::motioning to the Merchant::

Merchant says:
@XO: I am here just to take you in and out...I hope you have  a plan

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Then take over TAC .... TO_Green: take TAC2

CO_Pang says:
<TO_Green>::nods and moves to TAC2::

Merchant says:
@:: waiting for the elevator to come up ::

OPS_Urk says:
::Checks encryption protocols for interference:: CO: Aye ma'am.   ::Moves to TAC console::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Focuses in, checking basic biology:: XO: looks okay...

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Merchant:  Good.  Now all we need is a plan.  ::smiles wryly at the group::

Merchant says:
@:: enters the elevator ::

Merchant says:
@:: motions the AT to follow ::

OPS_Urk says:
::Makes TAC as primary Comm, and OPS as backup::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Rubs hands together, creating the occasional spark::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::continues to follow the Merchant::

OPSSusman says:
@:: follows and follows ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::steps in::

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* Anything yet?  We might need full power in a hurry

Merchant says:
@:: waits until the AT enters the elevator and than presses the Down button ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* nothing conclusive yet sir!

EO_Jean says:
*CEO* : Sir, I think I found it. It is located in the main power coupling in cargo bay 2. Can you confirm ?

OPSSusman says:
@:: enters the elevator ::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@AT/Merchant: Great!  Dark and gloomy mines.

Merchant says:
@:: makes sure his disrupter is well concealed ::

OPSSusman says:
@:: scans the Merchant ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@XO: maybe for you! ::Motions at 'eyes'::

Host Cheryl says:
%<Kitsai>  COM:  Seleya:  Status report; Muk is maintaining lock on AT; they are entering the mining areas.  We'll continue to monitor.

OPS_Urk says:
::Hears EO:: EO: Can we just cut power there until repairs are made?

Merchant says:
@:: points towards the flashlights and hard hats hanging on the wall ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*EO* looks like your right, stay on the bridge and monitor it, I will get down there, oh yes inform the Captain!

CO_Pang says:
::drums fingers on arm of chair .... she does not need ship problems while in this location::

EO_Jean says:
*CEO* : Aye aye sir

OPS_Urk says:
CO: did you copy that Comm from Kitsai ma'am?

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Yes - acknowledge please

EO_Jean says:
CO : Captain, I think we found it. CEO is on his way to replace a faulty isolinear chip.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::grabs a toolkit and heads for the TL::

SO_Intrim says:
CO: Had we full power I might suggest that we might move to get a better look at that freighter

Merchant says:
@:: puts on a hard hat and grabs a flashlight ::

OPSSusman says:
@:: scanner reveals that he as a disrupter :: Merchant: I hope that you won't use that on us, will you.

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::grabs a hard-hat with the light on top and places it on his head::

OPS_Urk says:
COM: Kitsai: Acknowledged.

CO_Pang says:
EO:  Just make sure that is all there is ......while you are here

EO_Jean says:
OPS : unfortunately it would not be appropriate at this moment. 

Merchant says:
@:: ignores Ops ::

SO_Intrim says:
CO: Perhaps on her way out ?

CEO_Bolitho says:
TL: main shuttle bay

EO_Jean says:
CO : Aye aye captain

Merchant says:
@:: the elevator stops and I exit ::

OPSSusman says:
@:: whispers :: FCO/XO: Our merchant is wearing a disrupter. Be careful.

CO_Pang says:
SCI: Negative Mr. Intrim .... we should keep out of the way of things .... the last thing we need is Jaddo and his men aware of our presence

CEO_Bolitho says:
::steps out of the TL and heads for the jefferies tubes::

EO_Jean says:
:: trying to isolate systems with lower priority and diverting power from the faulty EPS controller ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT finds itself in an administrative office, carved out of the rocks deep underground

FCO_Mallory says:
@OPS: I know..  nothing strange about that though, not on this planet

Merchant says:
@:: hands out Visitor passes ::

OPSSusman says:
@:: shrugs ::

OPS_Urk says:
CO: Ma'am, we're as "invisible" as we're going to get.

OPSSusman says:
@:: scans the place ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::climbs into the jefferies tubes and heads for the main power coupling, pulls out tricorder and scans looking for the faulty chip::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::takes visitor's pass::

Merchant says:
@Official: Good morning :: pulls out his ID ::

Host Z’karin Official says:
@::looks up::  Merchant:  You have brought us more goods?

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Quickly looks 'round::

Merchant says:
@official: All manual equipment :: smiles::

SO_Intrim says:
::frustrated trying to get a read on that Freighter and its capabilities ::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Z’kar Officer:  Only the best.

Host Z’karin Official says:
@::nods::  Merchant:  Let's see it.  Put the sample equipment on the table, there.

OPSSusman says:
@:: gets out of the elevator ::

CO_Pang says:
<TO_Green>CO:  I have lost that track ....but I agree ... like nothing in our reference area

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Lifts the big boxy..  thingie::

Merchant says:
@:: motions the XO to do as told ::

EO_Jean says:
CO : I've been able to minimise the effects of  the fluctuations to all key systems

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Thumps it onto the desk::

CO_Pang says:
EO:  Fine  Lt

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::places an item on the table::  Z’kar Officer:  You'll like this item... the best in laser drills.

OPS_Urk says:
COMM: Kitsai: Comm check.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::locates faulty isolinear chip in the main power coupling and replaces it:: continues to scan the main power coupling to make sure everything checks out:: *EO* chip has been replaced confirm the Ops console is working optimally

SO_Intrim says:
EO: Perhaps you could have a look at the data I have on this freighter and see what you think it may be capable of ?

CO_Pang says:
EO/SCI:: ::nods her agreement::

EO_Jean says:
*CEO*: Aye aye sir

Host Z’karin Official says:
@::starts examining equipment::

EO_Jean says:
:: Scanning EPS power distribution ::

Merchant says:
@:: activates a small contraption which will conceal his weapon from the  weapon scanner ::

EO_Jean says:
:: All power distribution at nominal - Returning internal power grid to nominal configuration ::

OPS_Urk says:
::repeats:: COMM: Kitsai: Comm check.

EO_Jean says:
*CEO* : It was it.. Nice job sir

CO_Pang says:
::looks again at the trace from the freighter ..... or whatever it was ....concerned::

EO_Jean says:
CO : Captain, all power distribution is back to nominal configuration sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
<grins>*EO* Flattery will get you everywhere!!

OPSSusman says:
@XO: Now what?

CO_Pang says:
EO:  And SO Intrim is happy ?  I think he asked you for assistance?

OPS_Urk says:
::Moves back to OPS console:: EO: ready?

Host Z’karin Official says:
::shrugs::  Merchant:  I'm disappointed.  There's nothing new here that we can use....

CO_Pang says:
<TO_Green>::faints at her post::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@OPS:  For now just ride this out.

EO_Jean says:
CO : Captain, I did not receive my medical clearance yet. I think I should report to Sickbay to complete my full medical. 

CEO_Bolitho says:
::leans back against the jefferies tube, and clicks the cover into place:: beginning to feel really tired::

CO_Pang says:
*Medical* Please get here ... my TAC Officer has fainted!

Host Z’karin Official says:
ACTION:  The freighter detected by Seleya departs the system

OPSSusman says:
@XO: Well. 

OPS_Urk says:
::Looks over at TO_Green: Thinks, now what?

EO_Jean says:
OPS : she's all yours. everything is back to normal

MO_Viper says:
*CO*: Be right there!

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Opens the big box:: Officer:: what about these?

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Z’Kar Officer:  What kind of equipment are you looking for!?  We have more back on the ship.

Merchant says:
@himself: hmmmmmm

OPS_Urk says:
::Quickly slaves TAC console to OPS::

CO_Pang says:
::walks over to TO Green and checks - puts her into the recovery position ... she is out like a light::

Host Z’karin Official says:
@Merchant:  We had hoped you'd bring us some newer technology.......  ::looks at Mallory::  Put it on the table.

SO_Intrim says:
EO: Perhaps you could have a look at the data I have on this freighter and see what you think it may be capable of ?

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Lifts it up::

EO_Jean says:
:: taking care of TO_Green’s head ::

MO_Viper says:
:exits SB and heads towards TL::

CO_Pang says:
EO: Step aside and give her air!

MO_Viper says:
TL: Bridge!

EO_Jean says:
CO : should I take TAC ?

Host Z’karin Official says:
@::examines the merchandise::  There's nothing of use here.  .......

OPS_Urk says:
::Checks TAC scans of freighter::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::looks at the XO, slightly worried::

CO_Pang says:
EO:  I believe the Science Officer asked you for assistance .... twice ....

MO_Viper says:
::enters bridge:: CO: What happened?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::makes himself comfortable in the jefferies tube ::thinks Crew assessments be damned::

Host Z’karin Official says:
@::looks at Merchant and AT::  I see nothing we can use.  Return, if you come across anything else to offer........

EO_Jean says:
CO : aye aye sir

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Z’kar Officer:  Tells us what you need!?  If we don't have it...we can get it.  ::lets out the business smile again::

Merchant says:
@Official: Can we talk in private.

CO_Pang says:
EO: Urk has TAC

OPSSusman says:
@Officer: Perhaps a Romulan cloaking device.. We have one on the ship.

OPS_Urk says:
SO: Nothing unusual shows on the TAC scans.

EO_Jean says:
SO : sorry sir I'm right getting right on them

Host Z’karin Official says:
@::nods::  That will be all then.  You may leave.  ::points out the elevator door::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Z’kar Officer:  Might you be looking for mine workers?

SO_Intrim says:
::nods::

EO_Jean says:
:: Taking CTO console - running tactical analysis on the data ::

Merchant says:
@Officer: They can also Provide a lot of MANUAL equipment.

CO_Pang says:
::still with TO_Green .... wondering where the MO is::

OPSSusman says:
@:: regrets the offer ::

EO_Jean says:
:: Transferring tactical data to CO console ::

Host Z’karin Official says:
@AT, Merchant:  I have work to do.  If the manual equipment is no better than this..........  ::shrugs::

CO_Pang says:
*Medical* Dr Viper:  How long before you get here?

OPS_Urk says:
::Transfers TAC back to CTO console::

EO_Jean says:
CO : captain I've transferred the tactical information on err your chair. I will take care of M Green .

CO_Pang says:
::moves back to let Dr. Viper attend to the TO::

OPS_Urk says:
EO: All TAC functions back to you.

MO_Viper says:
CO: What happened?

Merchant says:
@:: nods and heads to the elevator ::

EO_Jean says:
:: returning to TAC ::

CO_Pang says:
::shakes head::

EO_Jean says:
OPS : Thank you sir

MO_Viper says:
::moves in and crouches beside TO::

CO_Pang says:
MO: She fainted ... seems to be in a coma

SO_Intrim says:
EO: Your assessment of the data ?

MO_Viper says:
::opens Tricorder and begins scan::

Merchant says:
@:: motions to the AT to enter the elevator ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::feels himself slipping into sleep, before angrily shaking himself awake:: Growling, scowling and mumbling to himself, he leaves the jefferies tube and heads for the TL, glaring angrily at some crewmen who didn't get out of his way fast enough::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@AT:  OK, let's leave then, they can't use the best then they don't need anything, not even Starfleet equipment.  ::hopes that will be the incentive as he turns and leaves::

EO_Jean says:
:: transferring tactical data to SO console ::

CO_Pang says:
::returns to her chair .... waiting for something else to go wrong .... not a good day to be hiding in an asteroid belt::

Host Z’karin Official says:
@::grumbles after them::  Merchant:  Next time, do better.........  ::hears the word Starfleet::

MO_Viper says:
CO: I'm going to have to get her to SB

OPS_Urk says:
CO: LRS is back to normal ma'am, all other systems are nominal.

Merchant says:
@:: starts closing the elevator door slowly ::

CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Thankyou Ensign .... arrange direct transfer of Dr. Viper and the TO to sickbay please

MO_Viper says:
EO: Can I get your help with her?

Host Z’karin Official says:
@AT, Merchant:  Hold a moment.  You have access to Starfleet equipment?

OPS_Urk says:
::repeats:: COMM: Kitsai: Comm check.

CO_Pang says:
MO: OPS will beam you

MO_Viper says:
EO: Never mind

Merchant says:
@Officer:  Yeah :: opens the door ::

EO_Jean says:
MO : :)

XO_Vn`dor says:
@::looks at the AT like 'is she kidding::  Of course.  We can get you anything you need.

Host Z’karin Official says:
%<Kitsai>  COM:  Seleya:  We're still maintaining lock.  No update.

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Walks away casually::

CO_Pang says:
<TO_Green>::white as a sheet ..... blood pressure low::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives back in engineering, heads for his office, where he begins working on the engineering crew assessments , tries very hard not to be too judgmental!::

OPS_Urk says:
COM: Kitsai: Acknowledged.

MO_Viper says:
::materialises in SB::

Merchant says:
@Officer: are you interested?

EO_Jean says:
*CEO* : I will be back in engineering a little later sir

Host Z’karin Official says:
@::glances at guards::  Vn'dor:  Talk is cheap.  ::waits a response to the challenge::

EO_Jean says:
:: monitoring transfer :::

CO_Pang says:
::breathes a sigh of relief as Kitsai confirms the lock on the AT:: OPS: I heard that ... ::smiles::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*EO* acknowledged!

MO_Viper says:
::moves TO onto biobed::

FCO_Mallory says:
@Official: but Starfleet equipment is not

Merchant says:
@:: motions the XO to show some SF equipment ::

OPS_Urk says:
CO: Yes ma'am.

Host Z’karin Official says:
@Merchant, AT:  You can bring Starfleet equipment, yet you demo this crap to us?  ::folds arms, waiting::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Z’kar Officer:  Let me contact our ship in orbit and I can have some beamed here immediately.  It'll cost you even for the samples.

Merchant says:
@:: smiles ::

CO_Pang says:
SCI: I guess that freighter or whatever is long gone?

Host Z’karin Official says:
@Vn'dor:  I won't pay for talk..........  Return when you have something to back it up.......

OPS_Urk says:
::Looks at SCI with head down::

Merchant says:
@:: enters the elevator ::

CO_Pang says:
<TO_Green>::heart slowing::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@Z’kar Officer:  Are you looking for surface equipment or systems to augment your fleet?  ::points up::

SO_Intrim says:
CO: Out of Sensor range, but I have archived the data for later analysis by Starfleet

OPS_Urk says:
::Sheen from his blue head reflects in his console::

CO_Pang says:
SO:  Well .... communications with SF are extreme urgency only - while we are here

Host Z’karin Official says:
@Vn'dor:  My department has no interest in up there ::points::

MO_Viper says:
*CO*: It seems that the fluctuation in gravity from the asteroids made her faint.  she's fine now but I have had 2 other calls about it.  I don't suggest we stay in here for too long.

SO_Intrim says:
CO: I know Captain , that is why I have archived it

OPSSusman says:
@XO: Show him the Type 3b rifle

EO_Jean says:
:: At TAC ::

Merchant says:
@:: waiting inside the elevator ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::completes engineering crew assessments:: leans back in his seat:: Computer: File Engineering crew assessments and forward to Captain Pang-Peters

XO_Vn`dor says:
@OPS: Go back to the shuttle and retrieve some Type 1 phasers and some Tricorders

CO_Pang says:
*MO* Acknowledged .... keep me advised

OPS_Urk says:
::Doesn't like the waiting::

OPSSusman says:
@XO: Type 1?.. HAH.. 

SO_Intrim says:
::continues scanning ::

EO_Jean says:
:: Monitoring safe distance from the nearest asteroid ::

OPSSusman says:
@:: goes to the elevator ::

XO_Vn`dor says:
@OPS:  We don't want to give them anything too powerful.  ::whispers::

Host Z’karin Official says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Z’karin Official says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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